Term: Induction

Quote: Induction consists in taking samples of a genus and observing how many fall into a certain species, and thence concluding the probable and approximate value of the probability that in that genus any given individual will belong to that species. It supposes that there is a certain course of experience, and that the sample has been so drawn as to be governed by that same course of experience. Induction ascertains a probability and nothing more. We can calculate mathematically and therefore deductively precisely how often an induction conforming to certain conditions will give the true probability to a given degree of accuracy supposing that true probability to be known; and though not precisely, yet within certain limits, how often such an induction will give the probability within certain limits of accuracy even if the true probability is not given. Still, that leaves us entirely in the dark as to the probability that the ascertained probability in any particular case is within any named limits correct. Indeed, it is doubtful whether any meaning can be attached to such a question. All we have to do is to accept the result of induction provisionally, with a degree of confidence depending on the probable accuracy of the proceeding, without troubling our heads about the probability of the inferred ratio; and go ahead to get new observations to confirm or modify that ratio.
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